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STRONG 1-BOUNDEDNESS OF UNIMODULAR FREE ORTHOGONAL
QUANTUM GROUPS
FLORIS ELZINGA
Abstract. Recently, Brannan and Vergnioux showed that the free orthogonal quantum group
factors LFOM have Jung’s strong 1-boundedness property, and hence are not isomorphic to free
group factors. We prove an analogous result for the other unimodular case, where the parameter
matrix is the standard symplectic matrix in 2N dimensions J2N . We compute free derivatives of the
defining relations by introducing self-adjoint generators through a decomposition of the fundamental
representation in terms of Pauli matrices, resulting in 1-boundedness of these generators. Moreover,
we prove that under certain conditions, one can add elements to a 1-bounded set without losing 1-
boundedness. In particular this allows us to include the character of the fundamental representation,
proving strong 1-boundedness.
1. Introduction
The C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras associated to discrete groups form a rich and im-
portant class of examples. The theory of discrete quantum groups, dual to Woronowicz’s compact
quantum groups [30,31], has in recent years proven itself to be another fruitful source of interesting
C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras. The discrete duals of the free orthogonal and free unitary
quantum groups of Van Daele and Wang [23,29], depending on an invertible complex N ×N matrix
parameter Q, have been particularly well studied.
Write FO(Q) for the free orthogonal quantum group associated to a general Q and let J2N be
the standard symplectic matrix in 2N dimensions. We will use the notations FON = FO(IN ) and
FOJ2N = FO(J2N ) for the unimodular free orthogonal quantum groups. These two cases are of
particular interest, as their associated quantum group von Neumann algebras LFON and LFOJ2N
share many properties with the free group factors [2,3,7,8,13–17,22]. Whether or not they could be
isomorphic to a free group factor LFM remained open for over 20 years, until it was recently settled
for Q = IN by Brannan and Vergnioux [11]. They distinguish LFON from the free group factors by
proving that it satisfies strong 1-boundedness, a free probabilistic property due to Jung [18]. The
main result of the present paper is that this property also holds when Q = J2N .
Main Theorem (See Theorem 5.1). The free orthogonal quantum group von Neumann algebras
LFOJ2N are strongly 1-bounded for N ≥ 2.
Combined with the work of Brannan and Vergnioux, this yields the following corollary.
Corollary (See Corollary 5.3). Let Q ∈ GLN(C), N ≥ 3, be such that QQ ∈ CIN and such that
FO(Q) is unimodular. Then LFO(Q) is not isomorphic to any finite von Neumann algebra admitting
a tuple of self-adjoint generators whose (modified) free entropy dimension exceeds 1. In particular
this excludes being isomorphic to a(n interpolated) free group factor.
Evidence pointing towards this outcome had already appeared in the literature. Vergnioux [25]
and Bichon [6] proved that the first L2-Betti number vanishes for both FON and FO
J
2N . Using this, it
can be shown that Voiculescu’s modified microstates free entropy dimension δ0 and non-microstates
free entropy dimension δ∗ [27,28] give different results for the canonical set of generators in LFON
or LFOJ2N , and LFM respectively [10].
It is unknown whether or not free entropy dimension is a von Neumann algebra invariant in
general, but this is the case for strongly 1-bounded von Neumann algebras [18]. In a finite von
Neumann algebra M with faithful normal tracial state τ , a finite tuple X1, . . . , Xn ∈ M of self-
adjoint elements is called 1-bounded (without the ‘strong’) if it satisfies a condition that is slightly
stronger than δ0(X1, . . . , Xn) ≤ 1 (see Section 2.4). If M admits self-adjoint generators X1, . . . , Xn
that form a 1-bounded tuple, and at least one of the Xi has finite free entropy,M is said to be strongly
1
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1-bounded. Jung introduced these definitions and showed that for a strongly 1-bounded von Neumann
algebra N , any finite set of self-adjoint generators Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ N must satisfy δ0(Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ 1.
This forbids N being isomorphic to any interpolated free group factor LFr for 1 < r ≤ ∞ [18, Section
3].
Checking directly that the canonical generators of LFON and LFOJ2N form a 1-bounded set turns
out to be difficult. Instead, the strategy of [11] for FON relies on results of Jung [19] and Shlyakhtenko
[21]. The quantum group von Neumann algebra LFON has N2 self-adjoint operators u = (uij)Ni,j=1 as
its canonical set of generators. These generators satisfy some polynomial relations F , i.e. F (u) = 0 in
LFON . One then considers the free derivatives ∂F (u) of the relations F with respect to the generators
uij . The results of Jung and Shlyakhtenko now say that in order to conclude 1-boundedness of u, it
is sufficient to prove that the operator D = ∂F (u)∗∂F (u) is of determinant class and has rank N2−1
(see Section 2.4 for details).
Brannan and Vergnioux achieve this by computing the operator D and relating it to something
called the edge-reversing operator on the quantum Cayley tree due to Vergnioux [24,25]. Regularity
results for this edge-reversing operator are proved in [11] for many FO(Q), including the cases Q =
IN , J2N . The computation of the rank of D proceeds by expressing the rank in terms of L
2-Betti
numbers, which are known for all free orthogonal quantum groups. To complete the proof, there are
calculations by Banica, Collins, and Zinn-Justin [4] which imply that every uij individually has finite
free entropy.
There are two obstacles to generalising this proof to the case of FOJ2N . The first is that the canon-
ical generators are no longer self-adjoint, complicating the determination of ∂F . We will remedy
this by choosing a convenient set of self-adjoint generators using a decomposition of the fundamental
representation in terms of Pauli matrices, which have simple algebraic properties and relations. For-
tunately, the connection to the edge-reversing operator remains intact, allowing us to conclude that
our new set of generators is 1-bounded.
The second obstacle is that calculations like [4] are not available for FOJ2N . We sidestep this by
proving a technical result of independent interest, inspired by a relative free entropy estimate due to
Voiculescu [27]. This lemma states that under certain regularity conditions, one is allowed to add
redundant elements to a generating set without spoiling 1-boundedness. This works in particular if
the redundant element is a noncommutative polynomial in the generators. It is a result of Banica
that the character of the fundamental representation of FOJ2N is a semicircular element [2], and hence
possesses finite free entropy. As the fundamental character is a linear combination of generators, we
have completed the proof. Note that this method also applies to FON , removing the dependence on
the non-trivial results of [4].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we recall the necessary facts
and definitions about free orthogonal quantum groups, their corepresentation theory, quantum Cayley
graphs, and free probability. In Section 3, we introduce generators for LFOJ2N , compute their free
derivatives, and show how this results in 1-boundedness. In Section 4, we prove a technical lemma
stating conditions under which one is allowed to enlarge a 1-bounded set without destroying 1-
boundedness. Finally, in Section 5 we prove our main result and discuss some consequences.
Acknowledgements: The author wishes to thank his supervisor Makoto Yamashita for many
valuable discussions and suggesting the topic.
2. Preliminaries
We will keep our notations and conventions close to [11]. Generally, the letters H , K, and L
represent (separable) Hilbert spaces, and K(H) or U(H) denotes the compact or unitary operators
on the Hilbert space H respectively. All von Neumann algebras are assumed to have a separable
predual. We write H ⊗K for the tensor product of Hilbert spaces, and the same symbol is also used
for the minimal tensor product of C∗-algebras. Put Σ for the map H ⊗K → K ⊗H that flips the
tensor legs. The Greek letter ι will be used as a generic symbol for any identity map. We will also
make use of leg numbering notation, which we will explain by example. If x, y are elements of a unital
algebra A, then A⊗3 ∋ (x ⊗ y)31 = y ⊗ 1 ⊗ x, while A⊗4 ∋ (x ⊗ y)13 = x ⊗ 1⊗ y ⊗ 1, and so on. It
will always be clear from the context in which space the tensors lie. For an operator V on H⊗H , we
have for instance that V32 = ι⊗ (ΣV Σ) on H ⊗H ⊗H . We write IN for the N ×N identity matrix
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and J2N denotes the standard 2N × 2N symplectic matrix
J2N =
(
0N IN
−IN 0N
)
.
2.1. Free Orthogonal Quantum Groups. For brevity, we will discuss discrete quantum groups
within the context of FO(Q).
Definition 2.1. Let N ≥ 2 and Q ∈ GLN (C) such that QQ ∈ CIN , where the bar denotes taking
the adjoint (i.e. complex conjugate) entry-wise. Then the free orthogonal quantum group FO(Q) is
given by the unital Woronowicz C∗-algebra
C∗FO(Q) =
〈
uij
∣∣ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, u unitary, QuQ−1 = u〉 , (1)
where u denotes the matrix (uij)ij ∈ MN(C) ⊗ C∗FO(Q). The matrix u is the fundamental repre-
sentation of FO(Q), and the coproduct ∆: C∗FO(Q)→ C∗FO(Q)⊗ C∗FO(Q) takes the form
∆(uij) =
N∑
k=1
uik ⊗ ukj
on its entries. The coproduct ∆ is a co-associative unital ∗-homomorphism satisfying the cancellation
property that the subspaces
span {(x⊗ 1)∆(y) | x, y ∈ C∗FO(Q)} ⊂ C∗FO(Q)⊗ C∗FO(Q),
span {(1 ⊗ x)∆(y) | x, y ∈ C∗FO(Q)} ⊂ C∗FO(Q)⊗ C∗FO(Q),
are dense.
These algebras come with a unique invariant state h, called the Haar state, where invariance
means that (h ⊗ ι)∆(x) = h(x)1 = (ι ⊗ h)∆(x) for all x ∈ C∗FO(Q). If h is a trace, then FO(Q)
is said to be unimodular. It is known (see [9, Section 9.1]) that FO(Q) is unimodular when either
Q = IN or Q = J2N (up to isomorphism). Hence we introduce the special notations FON = FO(IN )
and FOJ2N = FO(J2N ).
One also has an involutive ∗-anti-automorphismR of C∗FO(Q) such that ∆R = (R⊗R)Σ∆, called
the unitary antipode. The ordinary antipode S is an anti-automorphism of the ∗-algebra generated
by the uij with the property that (ι ⊗ S)(u) = u
∗. In the unimodular case, the maps R and S are
the same.
Applying the GNS construction to the Haar state h gives a Hilbert space ℓ2FO(Q) = HQ with
canonical cyclic unit vector ξ0 implementing h as a vector state. This representation gives rise to the
reduced quantum group C∗-algebra C∗rFO(Q) and the quantum group von Neumann algebra LFO(Q)
in the usual ways.
On C∗rFO(Q), the comultiplication ∆ is implemented by an operator V ∈ U(HQ⊗HQ) as ∆(y) =
V (y⊗1)V ∗. This multiplicative unitary V is defined explicitly by V (xξ0⊗yξ0) = ∆(x)(1⊗y)(ξ0⊗ξ0)
for x, y ∈ C∗FO(Q), and witnesses the pentagon equation V12V13V23 = V23V12. The unitary antipode
R descends to give an involutive unitary U on HQ by U(xξ0) = R(x)ξ0 for x ∈ C∗FO(Q).
We recall some facts about the free orthogonal quantum groups and the parallels to the free group
factors on the von Neumann algebraic level. If one takes an identity matrix IN in the Definition (1)
above, the orthogonal free quantum groups FON are obtained. This family is both a liberation of
C(ON ) and its diagonal elements (setting all off-diagonal elements to zero) are related to the full
group C∗-algebra of the N -fold free product group Z2 ∗ · · · ∗ Z2 [29]. This explains the F and the O
appearing in FON .
As we are taking the point of view of discrete quantum groups, we use the notation C∗FON to
underline the analogy with the full group C∗-algebra mentioned above. If one takes the point of
view of compact quantum groups instead, the notation C∗FON = C
u(O+N ) is more natural in light of
the relation to the orthogonal group ON . The original notation Ao(N) (and more generally Ao(Q))
of van Daele and Wang is also common. For general Q, we have a family of deformations of this
Woronowicz C∗-algebra that still satisfy many of the same properties.
The analogy with free groups becomes stronger when one considers approximation properties. It
is a result of Banica [2] that FO(Q) is ‘generically’ non-amenable, that is if and only if N ≥ 3. De
Commer, Freslon, and Yamashita [14] proved that FO(Q) has the Haagerup property and is weakly
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amenable with Cowling–Haagerup constant 1 (also referred to as the CCAP or CMAP), generalising
results by Brannan [7] and Freslon [16].
This trend continues on the von Neumann algebraic level. By [13,15,17] it holds that LFO(Q) is
strongly solid and has no Cartan subalgebra. With some restrictions on Q, Vaes and Vergnioux [22]
showed that LFO(Q) is a full factor and hence prime. In particular, if QQ∗ = IN and N ≥ 3, then
LFO(Q) is a factor of type II1. Recall that FO(Q) is unimodular for Q = IN , J2N . Thus the analogy
between the free orthogonal quantum group von Neumann algebras LFON and LFOJ2N on one hand
and the free group factors LFM on the other is especially striking. It was even shown that the series
{LFON} has free group factor-like asymptotics in a strong sense [3,8].
2.2. Corepresentations. All constructions in this section are general, but we state them for FO(Q).
We refer to [20] for the general theory of the representation categories of discrete and compact
quantum groups.
A unitary corepresentation of FO(Q) on a Hilbert space H is defined as a unitary operator v which
lies in the multiplier algebra M(K(H)⊗C∗FO(Q)) and which interacts with the comultiplication as
(ι ⊗∆)v = v12v13 ∈ M(K(H) ⊗ C
∗
FO(Q) ⊗ C∗FO(Q)). The fundamental representation u and the
multiplicative unitary V are important examples.
Taking all finite dimensional unitary corepresentations of FO(Q) as objects and their intertwiners
as morphisms yields a rigid C∗-tensor category when equipped with the obvious direct sum and the
tensor product v ⊗ w = v13w23. Write vtriv for the trivial corepresentation on C represented by
1 ∈ C∗FO(Q), and choose a set of representatives Irr(Q) of the irreducible corepresentations such
that u and vtriv are among them. If v ∈ Irr(Q), write Hv for its Hilbert space.
The algebraic direct sum
⊕
v∈Irr(Q)B(Hv) is dense in HQ. Restricting the multiplicative unitary V
to this subspace gives the decomposition V =
∑
v∈Irr(Q) v acting by left multiplication. Using the c0
direct sum instead, one forms the dual algebra c0(FO(Q)) = c0(Q) =
⊕c0
v∈Irr(Q) B(Hv), again acting
by left multiplication on the subspace defined above. It turns out that V ∈ M(c0(Q) ⊗ C∗rFO(Q)).
There are two minimal central projections p0, p1 ∈ Z(M(c0(Q))) such that p0HQ = B(Hvtriv ) ∼= Cξ0
and p1HQ = B(Hu) ∼=MN(C). Note that p0p1 = 0 and Up1 = p1U .
2.3. Quantum Cayley Trees. To the pair FO(Q) and p1, one can associate a quantum Cayley
tree [24]. This consists of the following four pieces of data. We have the Hilbert spaces HQ and
KQ = HQ ⊗ p1HQ, to be thought of as the vertex and edge spaces respectively. There is a bounded
linear operator E from KQ to HQ ⊗ HQ, called the boundary operator, given by restricting the
multiplicative unitary V to KQ. Finally, we have the important edge-reversing operator Θ = Σ(1 ⊗
U)V (U ⊗U)Σ ∈ B(KQ) (this uses Up1 = p1U). Note that Θ need not be involutive, but it is unitary.
Let us explain how this generalises the classical Cayley graph. Let G be a discrete group, and
consider its group C∗-algebra C∗G with the coproduct ∆(g) = g ⊗ g. It is easy to see that ∆
is cocommutative, that is Σ∆ = ∆. A standard fact in this context is that the unitary antipode
R is given by R(g) = g−1. Passing to the reduced group C∗-algebra C∗rG, we write {δg} for the
orthonormal basis of ℓ2G given by the point-indicator sequences, and λ : C∗G→ B(ℓ2G) for the left
regular representation. The definition of the multiplicative unitary V becomes
V (λgδe ⊗ λhδe) = (λg ⊗ λg)(1⊗ λh)(δe ⊗ δe) = (λgδe ⊗ λghδe).
The vertex Hilbert space is now just ℓ2G. The right analogue of p1 in this context turns out to
be the indicator sequence of a set H ⊂ G, not containing the neutral element e and closed under
inverses. As the boundary operator E is just a restriction of V , we see that the ‘boundary’ of an
edge (δg ⊗ δh) is (δg ⊗ δgh). Thus we should view (δg ⊗ δh) as an edge in the classical Cayley graph
that starts at g, and whose endpoint is given by right translating by h, i.e. gh. Accordingly, the
edge-reversing operator acts as
Θ(δg ⊗ δh) = Σ(1⊗ U)V (δh−1 ⊗ δg−1) = Σ(1⊗ U)(δh−1 ⊗ δh−1g−1) = δgh ⊗ δh−1 .
2.4. Free Probability and Determinant Class Operators. Throughout this section (M, τ) is a
finite von Neumann algebra with faithful normal tracial state τ . Let X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Ym be
self-adjoint elements inM. In [26], Voiculescu introduced themicrostates free entropy χ(X1, . . . , Xn).
This relies on the notion of microstates Γ(X1, . . . , Xn; ℓ, k, ε) of X1, . . . , Xn, which are n-tuples of
k × k self-adjoint complex matrices that approximate the moments of the Xi up to degree ℓ within
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precision ε. The microstates free entropy χ is then a normalised limit over the logarithm of the
volume of sets of microstates.
For later use, we state a finiteness result for the microstates free entropy of a single self-adjoint
element X ∈ M. It is a direct consequence of the formula
χ(X) =
¨
log |s− t|dµX(s)dµX(t) +
3
4
+ 2−1 log(2π),
which can be found in Proposition 4.5 of [26].
Lemma 2.2. Let X = X∗ ∈ M and write µX for its spectral distribution with respect to τ . If µX
admits an essentially bounded density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R, then χ(X) is finite.
We next recall the relative microstates free entropy χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym) [27]. This is defined
in the same way, except one considers relative microstates Γ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym; ℓ, k, ε). These
are the projections onto the first n factors of the microstates Γ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; ℓ, k, ε). We
record some of its properties that will be used later.
Proposition 2.3. The relative microstates free entropy satisfies
(i) Domination by the microstates free entropy and global upper bound
χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Yn) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn) ≤
n
2
log
[
2πe
n
τ
(
X21 + · · ·+X
2
n
)]
.
(ii) χ is ‘subadditive’
χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xp : Xp+1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym)
+ χ(Xp+1, . . . , Xn : X1, . . . , Xp, Y1, . . . , Ym).
(iii) Let Z1, . . . , Zq ∈ M be self-adjoint and lying in the von Neumann algebra generated by Y1, . . . , Ym,
then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Z1, . . . , Zq).
(iv) If Yp, . . . , Ym lie in the von Neumann algebra generated by X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yp−1, we have
χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Yp−1).
This leads us to the definition of the modified free entropy dimension δ0 [27]. Without loss of
generality (replacing M be a free product if necessary) we can assume that there is a free family of
standard semicircular elements S1, . . . , Sn that are also free from the Xi. Now define
δ0(X1, . . . , Xn) = n+ lim sup
ε→0
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn)
|log ε|
. (2)
It turns out that δ0(X1, . . . , Xn) ≤ n, and this inequality is saturated when the Xi form a free
standard semicircular family. Thus the free group factor LFM admits an M -tuple of generators such
that their modified free entropy dimension is precisely M .
An important goal of free probability theory is to decide whether δ0 is a von Neumann algebraic
invariant. That is, is it true that when X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Ym generate isomorphic von Neumann
algebras, then δ0(X1, . . . , Xn) = δ0(Y1, . . . , Ym)? An affirmative answer to this would solve the long-
standing free group factor isomorphism problem.
Jung made progress in this direction when he introduced the notion of strong 1-boundedness and
showed that every generating set of a strongly 1-bounded von Neumann algebra has modified free
entropy dimension less than 1 [18]. Hence any such von Neumann algebra is not isomorphic to a free
group factor LFM with M ≥ 2. The most convenient definition in our case is not the original one,
but rather the equivalent final bullet point of Corollary 1.4 in [18].
Definition 2.4. Let α > 0, then X1, . . . , Xn is α-bounded if
lim sup
ε→0
[χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn) + (n− α)|log ε|] <∞. (3)
If in addition to being 1-bounded, at least one of the Xi satisfies χ(Xi) > −∞, we say that X1, . . . , Xn
are strongly 1-bounded.
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Comparing (3) with the definition (2) of δ0, one sees that α-boundedness is a strengthening of the
estimate δ0(X1, . . . , Xn) ≤ α. An alternate way to state the definition of α-boundedness is to say
that for small ε there is a constant K ≥ 0, depending only on the Xi, such that
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn) ≤ (α− n)|log ε|+K.
Recalling Lemma 2.2, upgrading 1-boundedness to strong 1-boundedness can be achieved by showing
that one of Xi has a sufficiently regular spectral measure µXi .
Remark 2.5. There is another approach to defining a free notion of entropy, called χ∗, also due to
Voiculescu [28]. Instead of going through microstates, χ∗ is defined through the notions of conjugate
variables and free Fisher information. This leads to a non-microstates free entropy dimension δ∗,
and an analogous definition of α-boundedness for δ∗. It is a deep result of Biane, Capitaine, and
Guionnet [5] that χ∗(X1, . . . , Xn) ≥ χ(X1, . . . , Xn) (and so also larger than the relative microstates
free entropy). Consequently, α-boundedness for δ∗ implies α-boundedness for δ0.
In the remainder of this section, let us introduce some terminology necessary to state a result of
Jung [19] reproved by Shlyakhtenko [21].
Let T1, . . . , Tn be formal noncommuting indeterminates, and write C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉 for their unital
algebra of noncommutative polynomials. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, define a map
∂i : C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉 → C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉 ⊗ C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉,
by the relations
∂iTj = δij(1⊗ 1), ∂i(P1P2) = (∂iP1)(1 ⊗ P2) + (P1 ⊗ 1)(∂iP2),
where P1, P2 ∈ C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉. When we equip C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉⊗2 with the C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉-bimodule
structure P1 · (P2 ⊗ P3) · P4 = (P1P2 ⊗ P3P4), the ∂i become derivations.
For a vector of such polynomials P = (P1, . . . , Pm) ∈ C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉m, we define
∂P =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
(∂iPj)⊗ ej ⊗ e
∗
i ∈ C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉
⊗2 ⊗Mm×n(C).
We now want to evaluate such expressions in self-adjoint X1, . . . , Xn ∈ M, where M is still a finite
von Neumann algebra with faithful normal tracial state τ . This results in ∂P (X1, . . . , Xn), which we
view as an element inM⊗Mop⊗Mm×n(C). Equip L2M⊗L2Mop with the rightM⊗Mop-module
structure (ξ ⊗ η) · (x ⊗ yop) = (ξx ⊗ yopη). Then ∂P (X1, . . . , Xn) is a bounded right M⊗M
op-
module map from L2M⊗ L2Mop ⊗ Cn to L2M⊗ L2Mop ⊗ Cm. Consequently, we can define the
rank of ∂P (X1, . . . , Xn), denoted rank(∂F (X1, . . . , Xn)), as the Murray–von Neumann dimension of
the closure of its image.
Finally, recall that when A ∈Mn(C) is strictly positive we have the identity
det(A) = exp(Tr(log(A))).
This motivates the definition of the Fuglede–Kadison–Lu¨ck determinant detFKL on (M, τ). Let
x ∈M, and write µ|x| for the spectral distribution of |x| with respect to τ . Then
detFKL(x) = exp
(ˆ ∞
0+
log(s)dµ|x|(s)
)
,
when the integral is finite, and zero else. We say that x is of determinant class (with respect to τ) if
detFKL(x) 6= 0.
Theorem 2.6 ([19, Theorem 6.9] and [21, Theorem 2.5]). Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra
with faithful normal tracial state τ , and X1, . . . , Xn ∈M self-adjoint. Assume that there is a vector
F ∈ C〈T1, . . . , Tn〉m such that
F (X1, . . . , Xn) = 0 and detFKL [∂F (X1, . . . , Xn)
∗∂F (X1, . . . , Xn)] 6= 0.
Then it holds that X1, . . . , Xn are α-bounded (for both δ0 and δ
∗) with
α = n− rank (∂F (X1, . . . , Xn)) .
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3. Generators, Relations, and 1-Boundedness
3.1. Generators. We now fix Q = J2N and consider FO
J
2N = FO(J2N ). Recall the 2N × 2N matrix
of canonical generators u. Let us split u up into four N ×N pieces as
u =
(
u(1) u(2)
u(3) u(4)
)
.
Writing out the last relation in the definition (1) of C∗FOJ2N , one obtains(
u(1) u(2)
u(3) u(4)
)
=
(
u(4) −u(3)
−u(2) u(1)
)
.
Therefore, u must be of the form
u =
(
Au + iCu Bu + iDu
−Bu + iDu Au − iCu
)
, (4)
where Au, . . . , Du are N×N matrices of self-adjoint operators (consisting of real and imaginary parts
of the canonical generators) from C∗FOJ2N . Thus A
u = Au, and so on, and we write (Au)ij = a
u
ij
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ N), and so on. The reasons for this slightly clunky notation will become clear in the next
section. We use the convention that the alphabetical indices i, j, k, · · · run from 1 to N , and Greek
indices from the beginning of the alphabet (e.g., α, β, γ, . . . ) run over {a, b, c, d}. Motivated by the
above, we will usually interpret M2N(C) ∼=M2(C)⊗MN (C).
The above form (4) for u can be nicely expressed in terms of the matrices
τa = I2, τb = iσy, τc = iσz, τd = iσx,
where σx,y,z are the Pauli matrices
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
Namely,
u = τaA
u + τbB
u + τcC
u + τdD
u =
α∑
ij
(
τα ⊗ Eij ⊗ α
u
ij
)
=
α∑
ij
(
Eαij ⊗ α
u
ij
)
. (5)
Here, we have suppressed the tensor products in the first equality (an abuse of notation we will keep
committing), used the standard matrix units Eij ∈MN(C) in the second, and defined Eαij = τα⊗Eij
in the last. Thus we are using the Eαij as our basis for M2N (C). Notice that in this form
u∗ = τa(A
u)t − τb(B
u)t − τc(C
u)t − τd(D
u)t
=
∑
ij
(
Eaij ⊗ a
u
ji − E
b
ij ⊗ b
u
ji − E
c
ij ⊗ c
u
ji − E
d
ij ⊗ d
u
ji
)
. (6)
Remark 3.1. As an aside, it already follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [10] that δ0 and δ
∗
of this set of generators is 1 (but 1-boundedness is of course slightly stronger than this). To see
this, note that the inequality (13) above the aforementioned theorem collapses due to the vanishing
of the L2-Betti numbers of FOJ2N [6]. To obtain Connes embeddability of LFO
J
2N , notice that it
lies inside the graded twist LFO2N ⋊ Z2 (where Z2 acts on u by conjugating with J2N ), which is in
LFO2N ⊗M2(C) obtained by the crossed product by the dual action. This last algebra is Connes
embeddable because LFO2N is.
3.2. Relations. In this section we compute the free derivatives of the defining relations with respect
to the generators fixed in the previous section. Let F = (F (1), F (2)) be the vector containing the
defining relations (1), in the form F (u) = 0. So F (1)(u) = u∗u − I2N and F
(2)(u) = uu∗ − I2N .
Here, F (u) is shorthand for F (u11, . . . , u2N,2N), and similar notation will be used throughout the
remainder of the paper.
Let aij , . . . , dij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , be (2N)2 self-adjoint noncommuting formal indeterminates, and set
C = C〈a11, . . . , dNN 〉. When we evaluate in the actual operators, ckℓ will for instance correspond to
cukℓ. Accordingly, collect the formal indeterminates into matrices A =
∑
ij aij ⊗Eij and so on. Thus
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we view F ∈ C⊗ (M2N (C)⊕M2N (C)), where we considerM2N (C) to just be a linear space. Keeping
in mind Equations (5) and (6), we get the explicit polyonomials
F (1) =
(
Atτa −B
tτb − C
tτc −D
tτd
)
(Aτa +Bτb + Cτc +Dτd)− I2N ,
F (2) = (Aτa +Bτb + Cτc +Dτd)
(
Atτa −B
tτb − C
tτc −D
tτd
)
− I2N .
When evaluating, we will take the generators auij , . . . , d
u
ij in their ‘reduced’ form acting on H . This
is due to the fact that we want to investigate properties of the von Neumann algebra LFOJ2N , which
is represented on H , the GNS space of C∗FOJ2N coming from the Haar state.
Our goal in this section is to determine
∂F (Au, Bu, Cu, Du) ∈ B(H)⊗B(H)⊗B(M2N (C);M2N (C)⊕M2N(C)),
and express it in terms of the quantum group theoretic data coming from FOJ2N . The result is stated
in the lemma below, whose proof constitutes one of the main technical components of this article
and should be viewed as analogous to [11, Lemma 4.2]. Recall from Section 2.2 that there is a copy
M2N (C) ∼= p1H . This identification will be important for the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2. On H ⊗H ⊗ p1H it holds that
∂F (1)(Au, Bu, Cu, Du)∗∂F (1)(Au, Bu, Cu, Du) = 2 + 2Re[W ],
where W = V31(1⊗ U ⊗ U)V32(1 ⊗ U ⊗ 1). The same relation is true for F (2).
Proof. Since we are going to take free derivatives of F (1) and F (2), we can ignore the I2N terms. Let
us first focus on F (2), which can be written out using the algebraic relations of the τ ’s to read
F (2) = F (2)a τa − F
(2)
b τb − F
(2)
c τc − F
(2)
d τd,
with
F (2)a = AA
t +BBt + CCt +DDt, F
(2)
b = AB
t +DCt −BAt − CDt,
F (2)c = AC
t +BDt − CAt −DBt, F
(2)
d = AD
t + CBt −DAt −BCt.
Now, by definition ∂F (2) is the map such that
∂F (2)(Eαij) =
β∑
kℓ
∂αij
(
F (2)
)β
kℓ
.
Here, ∂aij for instance refers to taking the free partial derivative with respect to aij . By linearity of
∂, we can compute the free derivatives of the four pieces F
(2)
a,b,c,d separately.
We perform the computation for F
(2)
a in detail, the others are similar. By definition
∂αij
(
F (2)a τa
)β
kℓ
= δaβ∂
α
ij
[( γ∑
m
γkmγℓm
)
⊗ Eakℓ
]
= δaβ
(∑
m
[δikδjm(1⊗ αℓm) + δiℓδjm(αkm ⊗ 1)]
)
⊗ Eakℓ
= δaβ [δik(1 ⊗ αℓj) + δiℓ(αkj ⊗ 1)]⊗ E
a
kℓ.
So that [
∂
(
F (2)a τa
)] (
Eαij
)
=
∑
ℓ
(1⊗ αℓj ⊗ E
a
iℓ) +
∑
k
(αkj ⊗ 1⊗ E
a
ki) .
Now notice that
Eaiℓ = (TλℓjT ⊗ ϑa,α)E
α
ij , E
a
ki = (λkjT ⊗ ϑa,α)E
α
ij ,
where T and λij are the transpose map and left multiplication by Eij respectively, acting onMN (C),
and ϑα,β is the rank one operator on M2(C) that sends τβ to τα. Thus
∂
(
F (2)a τa
)
=
α∑
ij
(1⊗ αℓj ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑa,α) +
β∑
kℓ
(βkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑa,β)
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Analogously one finds that
∂
(
F
(2)
b τb
)
=+
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑb,a)−
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑb,a)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑb,b) +
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑb,b)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑb,c) +
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑb,c)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑb,d)−
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑb,d) ,
∂
(
F (2)c τc
)
=+
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑc,a)−
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑc,a)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑc,b)−
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑc,b)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑc,c) +
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑc,c)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑc,d) +
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑc,d) ,
∂
(
F
(2)
d τd
)
=+
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑd,a)−
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑd,a)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑd,b) +
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑd,b)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑd,c)−
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑd,c)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ϑd,d) +
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ ϑd,d) .
The next step is to rewrite the rank one operators ϑα,β in the right way. Let us investigate what
the action of the antipode S looks like in terms of the self-adjoint generators from Section 3.1. A
quick computation yields
S(auij) = a
u
ji, S(b
u
ij) = −b
u
ji, S(c
u
ij) = −c
u
ji, S(d
u
ij) = −d
u
ji.
Compare this with
(Eaij)
∗ = Eaji, (E
b
ij)
∗ = −Ebji, (E
c
ij)
∗ = −Ecji, (E
d
ij)
∗ = −Edji.
Thus write Γ for the linear extension of the map Γτa = τa, Γτb,c,d = −τb,c,d on M2(C). Recall
the operator U from Section 2.1, which was induced by the unitary antipode R. As we are in the
unimodular case, R is the same as S. Hence we can decompose U = (T ⊗ Γ) on p1H ∼= M2N (C) ∼=
M2(C)⊗MN(C) when we evaluate in auij , . . . , d
u
ij .
We have already written the MN (C) leg of ∂F
(2) in terms of multiplication operators and trans-
poses, so this suggests that we should find expressions for ϑα,β in terms of λa,b,c,d (left multipli-
cation by τa,b,c,d), Γ, and Pa,b,c,d which are the projections onto τa,b,c,d in M2(C). For example,
ϑd,b = ΓλcΓPb = −λcΓPb.
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With this the above relations become
∂
(
F (2)a τa
)
=+
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλaΓPa) +
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λaΓPa)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλbΓPb) +
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λbΓPb)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλcΓPc) +
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λcΓPc)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλdΓPd) +
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λdΓPd) ,
∂
(
F
(2)
b τb
)
=−
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλbΓPa)−
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λbΓPa)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλaΓPb)−
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λaΓPb)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλcΓPd)−
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λdΓPc)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλdΓPc)−
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λcΓPd) ,
∂
(
F (2)c τc
)
=−
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλcΓPa)−
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λcΓPa)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλdΓPb)−
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λdΓPb)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλaΓPc)−
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λaΓPc)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλbΓPd)−
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λbΓPd) ,
∂
(
F
(2)
d τd
)
=−
∑
ij
(1⊗ dij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλdΓPa)−
∑
kℓ
(dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λdΓPa)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ cij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλcΓPb)−
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λcΓPb)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ bij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλbΓPc)−
∑
kℓ
(bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λbΓPc)
−
∑
ij
(1⊗ aij ⊗ TλijT ⊗ ΓλaΓPd)−
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λkℓT ⊗ λaΓPd) .
Since
∂F (2) = ∂
(
F (2)a τa
)
− ∂
(
F
(2)
b τb
)
− ∂
(
F (2)c τc
)
− ∂
(
F
(2)
d τd
)
,
we obtain the compact formula
∂F (2) =
α∑
ij
(
1⊗ αij ⊗
[
(T ⊗ Γ)λαij (T ⊗ Γ)
])
+
β∑
kℓ
(
βkℓ ⊗ 1⊗
[
λ
β
kℓ (T ⊗ Γ)
])
,
where λαij = λij ⊗ λα.
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By the same techniques it can be shown that
∂F (1) =+
∑
ij
(
1⊗ aij ⊗
[
(T ⊗ Γ)λaji
])
+
∑
kℓ
(akℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
a
ℓk)
−
∑
ij
(
1⊗ bij ⊗
[
(T ⊗ Γ)λbji
])
−
∑
kℓ
(
bkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
b
ℓk
)
−
∑
ij
(
1⊗ cij ⊗
[
(T ⊗ Γ)λcji
])
−
∑
kℓ
(ckℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
c
ℓk)
−
∑
ij
(
1⊗ dij ⊗
[
(T ⊗ Γ)λdji
])
−
∑
kℓ
(
dkℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
d
ℓk
)
.
Now we evaluate the ‘formal’ expressions above in the ‘actual’ operators. Let us start with ∂F (1).
Note that we are taking auij , . . . , d
u
ij to act on H , i.e. as elements of C
∗
rFO
J
2N ⊂ LFO
J
2N . Due to the
bimodule structure on C, elements in the first tensor leg act from the left, but in the second leg they
act from the right. It is simple to check that in the unimodular case, the right multiplication ρ on H
of x ∈ C∗rFO
J
2N can be written ρ(x) = US(x)U .
Keeping in mind the identification of U restricted to p1H with (T ⊗ Γ) discussed above,
∂F (1)(Au, . . . , Du) = +
∑
ij
(1⊗ U ⊗ U)
(
1⊗ auji ⊗ λ
a
ji
)
(1⊗ U ⊗ 1) +
∑
kℓ
(aukℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
a
ℓk)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ U ⊗ U)
(
1⊗ buji ⊗ λ
b
ji
)
(1⊗ U ⊗ 1)−
∑
kℓ
(
bukℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
b
ℓk
)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ U ⊗ U)
(
1⊗ cuji ⊗ λ
c
ji
)
(1⊗ U ⊗ 1)−
∑
kℓ
(cukℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
c
ℓk)
+
∑
ij
(1⊗ U ⊗ U)
(
1⊗ duji ⊗ λ
d
ji
)
(1⊗ U ⊗ 1)−
∑
kℓ
(
dukℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
d
ℓk
)
,
as an element of B(H ⊗H ⊗ p1H). This can be written more compactly as
∂F (1)(Au, . . . , Du) = + (1⊗ U ⊗ U)

 α∑
ij
1⊗ αuij ⊗ λ
α
ij

 (1⊗ U ⊗ 1)
+
∑
kℓ
[
aukℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
a
ℓk − b
u
kℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
b
ℓk − c
u
kℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
c
ℓk − d
u
kℓ ⊗ 1⊗ λ
d
ℓk
]
.
Notice that due to Equation (5), left multiplication by u on (p1H)⊗H looks like
∑α
ij(λ
α
ij ⊗ α
u
ij).
This is also the restriction of the multiplicative unitary V to (p1H)⊗H by the decomposition discussed
in Section 2.2. Thus, using leg numbering notation and recalling also Equation (6) yields
∂F (1)(Au, . . . , Du) = (1⊗ U ⊗ U)V32 (1⊗ U ⊗ 1) + V
∗
31.
Similarly
∂F (2)(Au, . . . , Du) = (1⊗ U ⊗ U)V ∗32 (1⊗ U ⊗ U) + V31 (1⊗ 1⊗ U) .
Setting W = V31(1⊗ U ⊗ U)V32(1 ⊗ U ⊗ 1), it is now a simple matter to see that
∂F (1)(Au, Bu, Cu, Du)∗∂F (1)(Au, Bu, Cu, Du) = 2 + 2Re [W ] .
For F (2)(Au, . . . , Du) it holds that
∂F (2)(Au, . . . , Du)∗∂F (2)(Au, . . . , Du) = 2 + 2Re [(1⊗ U ⊗ U)V32(1⊗ U ⊗ U)V31(1⊗ 1⊗ U)] ,
which reduces to the desired result upon commuting V31 with the terms in front of it. This is
allowed because the two terms only act simultaneously on the third tensor leg, where the terms lie in
Uc0(FO
J
2N )U and c0(FO
J
2N ) respectively, which commute. One way to check this is to use the fact
that c0(FO
J
2N ) can be recovered from V by applying the slice maps (ι ⊗ ϕ)(V ), with ϕ coming from
the predual of B(H), and taking the closed linear span. 
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3.3. 1-Boundedness. In this section we prove 1-boundedness of the generator set auij , . . . , d
u
ij . Given
the calculation of ∂F (Au, . . . , Du) from the previous section, the rest of the arguments are the same
as those for the case FOM covered in [11], but we reproduce some of them here for convenience and
completeness.
It remains to determine the rank of ∂F (Au, . . . , Du) and to show that it is of determinant class.
Lemma 3.3. rank ∂F (Au, . . . , Du) = (2N)2 − 1
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.1 of [11], where the rank of this operator for FOM is computed, goes
through unchanged, as the L2-Betti numbers of FOJ2N were shown to also vanish in [6, Theorem 6.6]
(but see also [25, Section 5]). 
Theorem 3.4 (cf. [11, Theorem 3.5]). Let Θ = U1V21U1U2 be the edge-reversing operator on the
quantum Cayley tree of FOJ2N . View 1 +Re [Θ] as an operator in ULFO
J
2NU ⊗ B(p1H). Then it is
of determinant class with respect to h⊗ Tr.
Proof. The proof is the same as the one of Theorem 3.5 in [11]. Although it is stated there only for
FOM , it is also valid for FO
J
2N . This is due to the fact that the result only depends on the general
theory of quantum Cayley graphs [24,25] valid for all FO(Q) with Q ∈ GLM (C), M ≥ 2, QQ ∈ CIM ,
and qdim(u) > 2 (see the remark at the start of Section 3 in [11]), and on the Haar state being a
trace. 
Proposition 3.5. ∂F (Au, . . . , Du)∗∂F (Au, · · · , Du) is of determinant class with respect to h⊗h⊗Tr.
Proof. Write V˜ = Σ(1⊗U)V (1⊗U)Σ and notice that W = V31U2U3V32U2. We will conjugate W by
unitaries Ω as Ω∗WΩ to relate it to Θ. First conjugate by U2Σ23 to obtain
Σ23U2V31U2U3V32U2U2Σ23 = U3V21U3U2Σ23V32Σ23 = V21U2V23.
Next, conjugate by U1 to find
U1V21U2V23U1 = U1V21U1U2V23 = Σ12U2V12U2Σ12U2V23 = V˜12U2V23.
Finally, conjugate by V ∗23V
∗
13 to arrive at
V13V23V˜12U2V23V
∗
23V
∗
13 = V13V23V˜12U2V
∗
13.
Now use the formula V13V23V˜12 = V˜12V13 of Baaj and Skandalis, which can be found in Proposition
6.1 of [1]. Thus
V13V23V˜12U2V
∗
13 = V˜12V13U2V
∗
13 = V˜12U2.
Comparing with the definition of Θ, we see that V˜12U2 = Θ⊗1, and we can conclude thatW is unitar-
ily conjugate to Θ⊗1. On account of Lemma 3.2, we also have that ∂F (Au, . . . , Du)∗∂F (Au, · · · , Du)
is unitarily conjugate to 4(1 +Re[Θ⊗ 1]).
We now consider what happens to h⊗ h⊗Tr under this conjugation process. The Haar state h is
implemented as a vector state by ξ0 ∈ H , and Tr is implement by some finite sum of vector states
by finite dimensionality. Thus, let ζ ∈ p1H and compute
V ∗23V
∗
13U1U2Σ23(ξ0 ⊗ ξ0 ⊗ ζ) = V
∗
23V
∗
13(ξ0 ⊗ ζ ⊗ ξ0) = V
∗
23(ξ0 ⊗ ζ ⊗ ξ0).
Hence h⊗h⊗Tr is transformed into (h⊗Tr⊗h)(V23 ·V ∗23). Note that the last two legs of 1+Re[Θ⊗1]
lie in the finite dimensional algebraB(p1H)⊗1. By finite dimensionality, (Tr⊗h)(V ·V ∗) is dominated
by some multiple of the standard trace (Tr⊗h) on this algebra. Thus we can use Theorem 3.4 to
conclude that 1 +Re[Θ⊗ 1] is of determinant class with respect to (h⊗Tr⊗h)(V23 · V ∗23). Therefore
∂F (Au, . . . , Du)∗∂F (Au, · · · , Du) is of determinant class with respect to h⊗ h⊗ Tr, as desired. 
Corollary 3.6. The set of self-adjoint generators auij , . . . , d
u
ij of LFO
J
2N is 1-bounded.
Proof. Combine Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.5 with Theorem 2.6. 
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4. Adding Elements to an α-Bounded Set
LetM be a finite von Neumann algebra with faithful normal tracial state τ , and let X1, . . . , Xn ∈
M be self-adjoint. In this section we prove a lemma that allows us to add certain redundant elements
to the set X1, . . . , Xn while preserving α-boundedness. We achieve this using ideas from Proposition
6.9 in [26] and its analogue Proposition 6.12 in [27].
Let Y1, . . . , Ym also be self-adjoint elements inM such that Y1, . . . , Ym ∈W ∗(X1, . . . , Xn). Before
stating the lemma, we introduce a distance function that measures how far away the Yj lie from the
von Neumann algebras generated by semicircular perturbations of the Xi. Let S1, . . . , Sn be a free
standard semicircular family, free from the Xi, and set
d2(Yj ;X1, . . . , Xn)(ε) = inf
{
‖Yj − T‖2 |T ∈ W
∗(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn)
}
.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with faithful normal tracial state τ . Suppose
that X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Ym are self-adjoint elements such that Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ W
∗(X1, . . . , Xn)
(redundancy). Assume moreover that ε−1d2(Yj ;X1, . . . , Xn)(ε) is bounded around ε = 0 for all
1 ≤ j ≤ m (regularity). Then if {X1, . . . , Xn} is an α-bounded set, so is {X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym}.
Proof. Note that it suffices to prove the case m = 1. Without loss of generality we can extend
S1, . . . , Sn to a free standard semicircular family S1, . . . , Sn+1, still free from the Xi. Recalling
Definition 2.4, we need to show that
lim sup
ε→0
[χ (X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1) + (n+ 1− α)|log ε|] <∞.
Write T1 for the conditional expectation of Y1 onto W
∗(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn), then by Propo-
sition 1.11 in [27] and the redundancy assumption we have
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1)
= χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 − T1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1).
By subadditivity ((ii) of Proposition 2.3), we can split this in half as
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1)
≤ χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : Y1 − T1 + εSn+1, S1, . . . , Sn+1)
+ χ(Y1 − T1 + εSn+1 : X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, S1, . . . , Sn+1).
Consider the first term on the right hand side. By (iv) of Proposition 2.3,
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : Y1 − T1 + εSn+1, S1, . . . , Sn+1)
= χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn+1),
as Y1−T1+εSn+1 ∈W ∗(X1+εS1, . . . , Xn+εSn, S1, . . . , Sn+1). To get rid of the trailing semicircular
Sn+1, note that we may apply (iii) of Proposition 2.3, as S1, . . . , Sn ∈ W ∗(S1, . . . , Sn+1). So
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1)
≤ χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn)
+ χ(Y1 − T1 + εSn+1 : X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, S1, . . . , Sn+1).
Let us now focus on the second term on the right hand side. By (i) of Proposition 2.3, we may
replace the relative microstates free entropy by the ordinary microstates free entropy, as we are only
after upper bounds. So
χ(Y1 − T1 + εSn+1 : X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, S1, . . . , Sn+1) ≤ χ(Y1 − T1 + εSn+1).
Apply the linear change of variable formula for χ to it (Proposition 3.6 (b) in [26]), with transformation
‘matrix’ ε. This yields
χ(Y1 − T1 + εSn+1) = log ε+ χ
(
ε−1(Y1 − T1) + Sn+1
)
.
Using again (i) of Proposition 2.3, we estimate
χ
(
ε−1(Y1 − T1) + Sn+1
)
≤
1
2
log
{
2πe τ
[(
ε−1(Y1 − T1) + Sn+1
)2]}
.
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Thus, if we can control
∥∥ε−1(Y1 − T1) + Sn+1∥∥2 uniformly in ε, we obtain a constant upper bound.
For this use the triangle inequality and our regularity assumption to obtain∥∥ε−1(Y1 − T1) + Sn+1∥∥2 ≤ ε−1d2(Y1;X1, . . . , Xn)(ε) + ‖Sn+1‖2 ≤ C′.
In total we have
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1)
≤ χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn) + log ε+ C.
To complete the proof, combine all of the above to get
lim sup
ε→0
[
χ
(
X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn, Y1 + εSn+1 : S1, . . . , Sn+1
)
+ (n+ 1− α)|log ε|
]
≤ lim sup
ε→0
[
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn) + log ε+ C + (n+ 1− α)|log ε|
]
= C + lim sup
ε→0
[
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn) + (n− α)|log ε|+ (log ε+ |log ε|)
]
= C + lim sup
ε→0
[
χ(X1 + εS1, . . . , Xn + εSn : S1, . . . , Sn) + (n− α)|log ε|
]
<∞,
as we assumed that {X1, . . . , Xn} is α-bounded. 
Remark 4.2. The ideas used in the proof above can be used show that the result is also true when
δ0 is replaced by δ
∗. In fact the proof is simpler.
5. Main Result
In this section we present our main results and discuss some corollaries.
Theorem 5.1. The free orthogonal quantum group von Neumann algebras LFOJ2N are strongly 1-
bounded when N ≥ 2.
Proof. We check that the fundamental character χu = (Tr⊗ι)(u) = 2(au11 + · · · + a
u
NN) satisfies
the requirements of Proposition 4.1. The redundancy assumption is trivial, and for the regularity
assumption simply note that plugging in the obvious candidate gives a bound
d2(χ
u; au11, . . . , d
u
NN )(ε) ≤ ‖χ
u − 2 (au11 + εS
a
11 + · · ·+ a
u
NN + εS
a
NN)‖2
= ‖2εSa11 + . . . 2εS
a
NN‖2
≤ 2Nε.
Here Sαij is a free standard semicircular family, free from a
u
11, . . . , d
u
NN . Thus, the set of generators
{au11, . . . , d
u
NN , χ
u} is also 1-bounded by Corollary 3.6 and Proposition 4.1.
By [2], χu is a semicircular element and hence possesses a continuous density with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. Lemma 2.2 then allows us to conclude that χ(χu), i.e. the microstates free entropy
of the fundamental character, is finite. We conclude that LFOJ2N is strongly 1-bounded. 
Remark 5.2. The proof of Theorem 5.1 also extends to strong 1-boundedness with respect to δ∗ when
combined with Remark 4.2 and recalling that the proof of Corollary 3.6 also goes through for δ∗ due
to the statement of Theorem 2.6.
Corollary 5.3. Let Q ∈ GLM (C), M ≥ 3, be such that QQ ∈ CIM and FO(Q) is unimodular, then
LFO(Q) is not isomorphic to any finite von Neumann algebra admitting a tuple of self-adjoint gener-
ators whose (modified) free entropy dimension exceeds 1. In particular this excludes being isomorphic
to a(n interpolated) free group factor.
Proof. By the discussion at the start of section 9.1 in [9], it follows that (up to isomorphism) the only
two family of matrices satisfying the assumptions are the identity matrices IM , and when M = 2N
the standard symplectic matrices J2N . These two cases are covered by Corollary 4.4 in [11] and
Theorem 5.1 above. 
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In fact, the class of von Neumann algebras to which LFO(Q) cannot be isomorphic contains
all countable free products of finitely generated, diffuse, tracial, Connes embeddable von Neumann
algebras by Lemma 3.7 of [18]. The free perturbation algebras of Brown [12] are also in this class.
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